More from Maximo®
JUMPSTART MAXIMO AND REAP COST SAVINGS
THROUGHOUT THE LIFECYCLE

Business Rules and Business Smarts to Drive Maximo Performance
Total Resource Management offers a bundled service
that enables our clients to get more from Maximo®. It’s a
combination of integrated asset management strategies,
reconfiguration expertise and RulesManager SE™. This
service provides clients with:

services with TRM RulesManager SE because we know that
Maximo has to be aligned with business objectives in order
to provide the value that’s intended. Our proprietary
RulesManager SE is the only software application and rules
engine for Maximo that:

• Quickly articulated business objectives for integrated

• Reduces time and expense to configure, integrate and

•
•

asset management
Fast and effective reconfiguration of Maximo, including
interface/application integration design
The most powerful software application available for
manipulating, integrating or migrating Maximo to
align with business objectives

RulesManager SE
TRM consultants and clients use RulesManager SE to make
Maximo sing. We package our strategic and reconfiguration
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fast smart effective

return on investment

•
•
•
•

manage the lifecycle of Maximo (and any technology
that interfaces with it)
Provides iron-clad data integrity with system-enforced
business process rules
Offers real-time feedback on Maximo screens with an
interactive display engine
Integrates all of your business applications (HR, Finance,
ERP) with Maximo
Enables the creation of Maximo applications tailored to
specific industry needs

integrate migrate consolidate

lifecycle configuration management

More from Maximo®
JUMPSTART YOUR MAXIMO AND REAP COST SAVINGS
THROUGHOUT THE LIFECYCLE
Starts with Strategy
TRM consultants can come into your environment and
quickly develop an understanding of your business issues,
using a well thought-out method of gathering data and
information. This allows us to understand and develop
integrated asset management strategies for any level or
function of the business our clients want to improve; from
the entire organization to maintenance departments across
several locations to a singular department or operation.
From our years of experience, we know that when Maximo
is configured properly, it can deliver better information
than even financial systems. A smartly configured Maximo
system will provide more details about the investment, costs
and return on assets. It can show logical connections and,
with relevant details needed to conduct asset management
analysis, drive better decision-making. The return on
investment in this technology becomes visible, with
transparent logic.

TRM RulesManager SE™ is the first business
process rules engine that brings all of the power
of Maximo to your fingertips ― in an intuitive,
menu-driven, drag-and-drop, content-assisted,
integrated development environment.

Precisely Defined Assets
Once TRM consultants understand and frame the business
issues that need improvement, the assets and their asset
profiles are categorized and defined. We help you consider
assets in terms of:
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•
•
•
•

Asset criticality
• Repair/maintenance plans
Cost tracking
• Spare parts management
Lifecycle tracking
Supply chain and vendor involvement

We help define asset strategies that could include:

•
•
•
•
•

Reliability/Availability
Cost management
Maintenance strategies
Planned outage efficiency
Planning and scheduling
»» Work demand or backlogs
»» Resource allocation
»» Materials and tools

We even look at the work order entry process from both the
asset definition and asset location hierarchy.
TRM consultants also present industry best practices and a
variety of strategies, driven by the goal of improving your
Return on Investment. Our analytic methods allow clients
to understand the true value of the investments they make
in assets.

RulesManager SE – The secret weapon for the fastest
configurations, integrations and migrations and
system-enforced business rules
Maximo Reconfiguration
We do much more than recommend how assets should be
managed to bring the highest return, we can actually help
reconfigure Maximo to do all that and more.
Using the information produced during strategic
engagements, we develop a complete implementation
plan, including:
•
•
•

Design 		
• Training plans
Migration		
• Interfaces
Configuration management methods

TRM RulesManager SE enables our clients’ Maximo systems
to fully reflect the way their businesses should run and
allows for:

•
•
•
•

Faster implementations
More intuitive user-entry screens
Ongoing, self-sustaining configuration capability
Reduced time and costs for:
»» Development
»» Deployment
»» Support
»» Upgrades

Your physical assets are a huge investment and the
technology used to manage your assets (Maximo) is also a
big investment. Make sure your investments pay off — let
TRM help with our bundled strategic and reconfiguration
services, and RulesManager SE.
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RulesManager SE™ is a trademark of Total Resource Management.
Maximo® is a registered trademark of IBM.

